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ABSTRACT:Social media are perhaps the richest source of human generated text input. Opinions, feedbacks and
criticisms provided by internet users reflect attitudes and feelings towards certain topics and issues. The large volume
of such information makes it impossible for any group of people to read it. Thus, social media has become an important
tool for spreading their opinions and influencing or attracting people in general to join their terrorist activities. Twitter
is the most common and simple way to reach many people in a short time. In this paper, focused on the development of
a system that can automatically detect terrorism-supporting tweets by real-time analytics using apache spark machine
learning framework. Proposed system is entirely dependent on training data and tries to improve accuracy. This system
will help to block the terrorist accounts from twitter so that they can’t promote their views or spread fear among
ordinary people.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Social media, today, plays arguably a very essential part in a life of not only an individual but also in functioning of a
government. Statistics shows that the worldwide population is about 7.72 billion where internet users are not less than
billions. There are about 3.397 billion active social media accounts with 5.54 social media accounts per person. The
impact of social media on society and its people and the data that generates in the wake of it has been discussed. The
progress of 21st century can barely be anticipated without the indication of the part of social media in it. It wouldnt be
overstating to say that social media is ubiquitously present in all spheres of life, be it education, health care, business,
disaster management, politics, tourism industry and of course the use of media sharing and entertainment needs no
mention. In the wake of all such convenience provided by the social media, it too, does have a darker side to cast.
Misuse of social media, the other side of the coin, also needs to be accounted. On one hand this may seem to be
abridging a communication gap and faster news delivery among people; however, on other hand, it is being heavily
misused by many. Misuse on a level of genocide, murders, bombings, conspiracies etc. In a study conducted by [6], he
states that about 90% of terrorist activities online are con- ducted via social media platforms while 76% of U.K.
terrorists engage in internet to research and strategizing their actions. In 2013, ASG, a Salafi Jihadist terrorist
organization, kidnapped Australian Warren Rodwell and held him for about 472 days. The group made use of YouTube
and Facebook for ransom videos and to demonstrate the proof of life. A robust literature conducted by, revealed the
extensive use of social media by Islamic State (ISIS) to advertise their ideology and enrole members and supporters.
The usage of pro-active social media tactics by three extremist-related groups operational in Asia Pacific namely, Abu
Sayyaf in the Philippines; Jamaat-e-Islami in Bangladesh; the Uyghurs in China has been examined by. This study
explains how these groups affords numerous opportunities to exploit their reach, impact and effect using social media.
Another such misuse of social media has been examine who presents the social media activity and online presence of
media mujahedeen who are deemed to be the supporters of jihadist groups and circulate propaganda content online.
II. RELATED WORK
A model to predict information flow size and survival was developed by [1], with the help of data fetched from one of
the popular social networking website Twitter. The information flow size and survival were modeled using zero
truncated negative binomial (ZTNB) regression method and Cox re- gression technique respectively. Using a sample of
427,330 Twitter data, they reported a novel outcome that identified the sentiment expressed in the tweet which was
found to be statistically predictive of both size as well as survival of information flows of such nature. Additionally, cooccurrence of URLS and the time lags among retweets and hashtags also proved substantial.
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In a similar study, [2] reported how investigation of an open source communications data gathered through social
media platforms could elucidate the inter- and intracommunity con- flict dynamics, surfacing in the wake of such
unfortunate events. They claimed that the Twitter data gathered after the murder of Fusilier Lee Rigby, convincingly
supports the Collins three phases of conflict dynamics. They also analysed two key claims, first regarding the
interactive nature of the conflict, and second on how the detail provided by the digital data give compelling insights
into the complex network of relationships that come forth and develop over the course of such dispute.
Another interesting study of this event was reported by [3], who worked this case study as a part of computational
criminology. They showed the temporal variation in cyberhate that is relative to concepts of much criminological
theory, like the diffusion, duration, escalation and de-escalation of crime.
Analysis of social reactions to the murder of Lee Rigby, was studied by [4] using data collected by systematic
monitoring of twitter. They investigated a number of online behaviors with offline effects.
In the annual Boston Marathon on April 15, 2013, two homemade pressure cooker bombs detonated in the vicinity of
the finish line of the race. This killed three people and several hundred others were injured. About sixteen people lost
limbs. The social media posts uploaded instantly after the bombings were examined by [5]. They found specific
keywords to appear regularly before the official public safety and media reports. People adjacent to the explosions
posted messages within minutes via Twitter. This helped to detect the location and details of events. This showcases the
role of social media in the ahead of time identification and portrayal of emergency events.
Study of this event was also undertaken by [6]. They examined the influence of features of tweet on the dispersion of
two categories of messages marathon tragedy namely, real and rumor related (both in the context of the Boston
tragedy). Negative binomial analysis showed that tweet features like usage of hashtag, number of followers and
reaction time have an impact on tweet message diffusion during the bombing. The number of followers illustrated a
positive relationship with message dispersion. However, the relationship between reaction time of tweet and message
dispersion was, however, negative. Interestingly, messages that without hashtags were spread more than those with
hashtags.
A similar study of this attack was reported by [7], who gathered more than 18 million tweets from 15,509 tweeter users
in Paris on November 13, 2015. They measured the level of their anxiety, anger, and sadness post-attacks. The authors
proposed the use of computational focus groups and a completely novel investigation framework to evaluate a social
media stream which archives user location and history. The study resulted in outcomes that would be unlikely to
manifest through other media or methods.
This study [8] identified the Helpers to be the Convergence Behavior Archetypes who were the most to retweet all over
the crisis. On other hand, the Mourners had the highest impact by retweeting the most. This indicated that those users
who create emotional content tend to retweet the most. Additionally, the Detectives disseminated information into other
communities the most. The authors not only extended the knowledge on how users converge on social media in crisis
situations, but also help the crisis managers to get more insight in users behavior. Knowing which type of behavior on
social network has a effective impact, might help in controlling the amount of data that is generated during a crisis
situation.
Twitter became an essential channel of communication between the emergency responders, government and the public.
This highly facilitated the emergency management of the crises. A comprehensive analysis of understanding crisis
communication trends mediated by social media was studied by [9]. Twitter Mate was used to collect the data
generated during tweets and also to analyze it. It also identifies the main hashtags surfaced by the crowd and specific
Twitter accounts of individuals, NGOs and emergency responders. A total of 67,849 tweets were gathered and
examined. Four primary types of hashtags were detected: social support, terror attack, geographical locations and
organizations.
This terror attack has been also examined by [10]. They investigated the number of tweets, geographical location of
tweets and users demographics. They also evaluated if users in developing countries are inclined to tweet, retweet or
reply during the event of a terrorist attack. They Define new metrics which about reach and impression of the tweet.
They reported that, users from developing countries are inclined to tweet more initially and at critical period of the
terrorist occurrence. Furthermore, hefty number of tweets originated from the Kenya with 23% from women and 73%
from men. Also, original posts had a highest number of tweets followed by replies and retweets.
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III. METHODOLOGY
With all the real time data retrieved from twitter, system aimed to relate some semantics with the data. The system
wanted to analyse the data and find out if there were any patterns. We aimed to find out what were the words and
Hashtags that were trending the most and who was at the center of the network graphs. The system wanted to see how
many unique users data had and what the popularity on different parameters was for different crises. Yet another aim of
our proposed system is to find out the crisis orientation of the users on Twitter. To look at which who focuses on which
behaviour. The system will analyse the main parameters likestressed, anger, and sadness about postattacks. Since a lot
of data is getting generated every day, there need a system which could generate daily analysis. The system wanted to
be able to see the tweets related to terrorism attacks as and when they happened. There was a need to keep a track of the
terrorism attacks related tweets.
A. Architecture

Fig. 1. Proposed System Architecture

B. Algorithm
Random forests is an ensemble learning algorithm. The basic premise of thealgorithm is that building a small
decision-tree with few features is a computationally cheap process. If we can build many small, weak decision
trees in parallel, we can then combine the trees to form a single, strong learner by averaging or taking the majority
vote. In practice, random forests are often found to be the most accurate learning algorithms to date. The
pseudocode is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm works as follows: for each tree in the forest, we select a bootstrap sample from S where S(i) denotes
the ith bootstrap. We then learn a decision-tree using a modified decision-tree learning algorithm. The algorithm is
modified as follows: at each node of the tree, instead of examining all possible feature-splits, we randomly select
some subset of the features f F. where F is the set of features. The node then splits on the best feature in f rather
than F. In practice f is much, much smaller than F. Deciding on which feature to split is oftentimes the most
computationally expensive aspect of decision tree learning. By narrowing the set of features, we drastically speed
up the learning of the tree.
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Algorithm 1 Random Forest
Precondition: A training setS:= (x1;y1); : : : ;(xn;yn), featuresF, and numberof trees in forest B.
1. function RandomForest(S,F)
∅
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1. function RandomizedTreeLearn(S,F)
2.

At each node:

3.

fvery small subset of F

4.

Split on best feature in f

5.

return The learned tree

6. end function
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental evaluation is done to compare the proposed system with the existing system for evaluating the performance.
The simulation platform used is built using Java framework (version jdk 8) on Windows platform. The system does not
require any specific hardware to run; any standard machine is capable of running the application.

Fig. 2. Graph

Sr. No.
1

Existing System
70%

Proposed
System
82%

Table 1:Comparative Result
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V. CONCLUSION
With the increased use of social media the current work focused mainly on use of social media as a tool for terrorism.
India which is known to be one of the wide countries in the world with having more than 65% of its youth below agegroup of 35;Social media plays vital role in the life of this young youth. The proposed systems will try to analyze the a
common platform to manifest the progress of counter-terrorism strategies in this digital world; There is scope for
verifying the changed sentiments of the user before and after an attack. Considering the studies reported and analysis
performed hitherto, it to be the need of the hour to increase the magnitude of data analysis on a much larger scale and
more so on a regular basis. This should be done not only to identify the acts of terrorism on social media but also as a
safety tool, preventive measures and post-attack examination. The study can also include a machine learning approach
to train a system to automatically classify the tweets and do a sentiment analysis of the tweets/comments.
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